Mechanical sensitivity and cell coupling in the ciliated epithelial cells of Mytilus edulis gill. An ultrastructural and developmental analysis.
Transmission electron microscopy has not provided strong evidence for gap junctions in Mytilus edulis gill tissue, in spite of extensive physiological evidence for coupled ciliary arrest in lateral cells and coupled activation in abfrontal cells. To investigate the kinds and relative distribution of cell junctions and also to determine whether ciliary membrane particle differences exist in these two types of oppositely mechanically sensitive cells, we analyzed the structure of these and two other ciliated cell types (frontal and laterofrontal) by freeze-fracture replication. Gap junctions occur in all four ciliated cell types, but they are relatively small and of variable morphology, often consisting of elongate, winding complexes of membrane particles. Statistically, such structures rarely would be recognized as gap junctions in thin sections. Gap junctions appear to be most abundant between the highly coupled abfrontal cells, minimal between laterofrontal cells, and not evident in the epithelial cells that separate coupled ciliated cell types. The ciliary necklaces of the mechanically activated abfrontal cilia are typically 4- or 5-stranded while those of the remaining three cell types are mainly 3-stranded. In developing gill tips, ciliated cells have abundant gap junctions and newly formed cilia have a full complement of necklace particles. Nascent lateral cilia are not mechanically sensitive, indicating that the acquisition of mechanosensitivity does not correlate with the presence of ciliary necklace or other membrane particles. Lateral and laterofrontal cells become sensitive to neurotransmitters soon after the appearance of the latter during development, but mechanosensitivity of both lateral and abfrontal cells arises substantially later.